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Executive summary
This report considers the houses / structures that burnt down during the 2017 Knysna fires
disaster. Almost 1000 homes were destroyed by fire and it is important to understand how to
make homes more resilient in the future, based on analysing what contributed to this largescale loss. From an analysis of the characteristics regarding homes that were destroyed the
results are consistent with international research that in the majority of the cases the conditions
within the ±30 m surrounding a home generally governed whether a home would survive of
not. Not only those homes adjacent to areas of vegetation, but also those up to 1km into
suburbs, could be destroyed if there is a path through which fire could spread (typically
vegetation and other structures), or through ember attack. Ember attack / firebrands were a
dominant mode of fire spread affecting many homes. The presence of vegetation immediately
around a dwelling, or lack thereof, typically governed whether a home would be destroyed
when subjected to a fire front and ember attack / spotting.
Various recommendations are provided for how the fire resilience of homes can be improved,
along with recommendations for the insurance industry regarding how fire resilience can be
promoted. Had all homeowners in Knysna made their homes resilient to fires, using some of
the methods described in this report, it is likely that fewer homes would have been lost,
although it is difficult to estimate the exact number. A major current concern is that it appears
with the reconstruction of Knysna many homes are being rebuilt in the same manner as they
were before, meaning that fire resilience has not necessarily improved. To improve fire safety
it must be understood that a shared public-private partnership is required for this to be done.
Municipalities simply cannot protect every home during a wildland fire, nor can they create fire
buffer zones and fire breaks suitable to protect all areas. Owners need to take responsibility
for the resiliency of their homes, as their actions have a large impact on the resiliency of their
own home. However, through the implementation of suitable standards municipalities can
become involved in promoting fire safety.
Further research and policy development is required to implement international codes of
practice in South Africa to improve construction guidelines of homes on the wildland–urban
interface, especially to ensure that homes are resistant to ember attack / firebrands.
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1 Introduction
This report reviews where, how and why homes / structures burnt down during the 2017
Knysna fires incident. Initially, a basic incident summary is included (for those reading this
report in isolation). Thereafter, a background to fire safety in wildland-urban areas is
discussed. Technical details regarding fire behaviour are provided to try illustrate how physics
and engineering concepts govern fire behaviour, and through a good understanding of such
physics the damage to homes and suburbs can be limited. The reader is referred to the other
associated reports by the Council for Scientific & Industrial Research (CSIR) and the Research
Alliance for Disaster & Risk Reduction (RADAR) for: a more detailed fire spread analysis,
aspects regarding vegetation, social considerations, disaster management aspects,
communications and similar aspects.
The report provides broad characterisations of events and fire ignitions based on an analysis
of the dataset of GPS locations of the homes destroyed, satellite images, photos of various
areas, aerial photography, reports by other groups, findings by other researchers and data in
the literature. Due to the large number of homes that burnt down, the complexity of the
unfolding fire events and the lack of detailed eyewitness accounts of why homes were ignited
only general characterisations can be made, and this can be considered a macro-scale
analysis. General trends are analysed, rather than details regarding specific homes.

1.1

Overview of the Knysna fires disaster

As discussed in the associated report by the CSIR the Knysna fires incident caused an
extreme fire front to move from the North West of Knysna through the town and it finally
stopped when reaching the coastline in Plettenburg Bay. At approximately the same time
another fire was ignited to the North East of the town which burnt to the South and through to
the East to Plettenburg Bay as well. During the course of events a third fire was ignited in the
Knysna Heads region (centre of image below). Figure 1 presents an overview of the area that
was burnt and how the fires spread.

Figure 1: Overview of the Knysna fires disaster and fire spread (image used courtesy of the CSIR).
Yellow clouds show the origin of the three fires, with yellow arrows showing the direction of fire spread

1.2

Home safety in wildland areas – A mind-shift is needed

The location where a wildland fire enters a suburban area is often referred to as the wildlandurban interface (WUI). Due to many suburbs having ill-defined boundaries, with spurs of
wildland penetrating into suburbs, some researchers prefer the term wildland-urban intermix
as there is not a well-defined delineation between bush / veld / wildland and suburbs.
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As will be shown in this report, ignition of homes during WUI fire incidents is typically governed
by the conditions immediately surrounding a home, and this area will be referred to as the
Home Ignition Zone (HIZ), generally considered as a distance of 30m from a home (although
will range depending on various factors). This zone is sometimes also referred to as defensible
or defendable space. Such local conditions within 30 m of a home are generally within the
control of residents, and thus it must be emphasised that the primary responsibility for
preventing the destruction of homes, once a fire has started, lies with homeowners through
home preparation. Research shows that the exterior properties of a home (especially roofs),
and the properties of items immediately around a home (such as gardens, wood piles or
decks), govern its chance of survival.1 However, since it is often the case that the 30 m HIZ
around a dwelling may overlap with adjacent dwellings, as shown by Mell et al 2, which means
that it is important not only for isolated owners to make their homes fire resilient, but also entire
areas. A home that is prepared for wildfires may be at risk if their neighbour is highly
susceptible to fire. It must be understood that the HIZ recommendations provided in this report
are very simplified,3 but are given to illustrate the way forward in improving fire safety.
The sequence of events during a WUI fire disaster are shown in Figure 2, according to Calkin
et al4. The upper boxes represent conditions required for a WUI disaster, namely: (a) the
presence of the conditions required for a severe fire, then (b) once ignition has occurred the
fire develops to have a high intensity and growth rate, which affects (c) multiple homes,
especially those which are readily ignitable. The consequence tree on the bottom of the figure
illustrates that (d) with the ignition of multiple homes firefighting resources are quickly
overwhelmed, such that (e) firefighting effectiveness is severely reduced, or becomes virtually
non-existent, leading to (f) a WUI disaster with large-scale home losses. This series of events
occurred in the Knysna fires event. Had homes, and suburbs, been more resilient to fire the
amount of resources required to defend structures could potentially have been reduced such
that those resources could have been used elsewhere to prevent spread, or to protect
additional homes. This may have resulted in fewer homes being destroyed. Cohen1 notes that
“Severe W-UI fires can destroy whole neighborhoods in a few hours - much faster than the
response time and suppression capabilities of even the best-equipped and staffed firefighting
agencies”.
Through having homes well-prepared for fires it can break the chain of events between (c)
and (d), and thus prevent a large fire from becoming a fire disaster. This is certainly the case
when fire conditions are less severe than experienced in Knysna (in terms of wind speeds and
fuel loads). However, it must also be understood that even a home that is well-prepared and
resistant to fire may still burn down during extreme fire conditions. The aim of the fire resiliency
guidelines and analysis in this report is to significantly reduce the probability of homes being
destroyed, however, it cannot be guaranteed that a home in a wildland region will never be
destroyed or severely damaged.
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Figure 2: Sequence of events during a WUI disaster, adapted from Calkin et al 4

2 Background fire information
The section provides an introduction to the physics of fire, and the behaviour of fire in wildland
environments. This is provided as background for readers not familiar with these concepts. In
a wildland fire there are often misconceptions that fire spreads like some uncontrollable flood
consuming everything in its path. However, fire, or combustion, is governed by the laws of
physics, and homes or vegetation will only burn where specific conditions are satisfied. By
providing an understanding of fire behaviour many fire phenomena can be demystified.
A useful online video resource for understanding the wildfire threat to homes has been
developed by the NFPA and can be found at: https://www.nfpa.org/Public-Education/Bytopic/Wildfire/Firewise-USA/Online-learning-opportunities/Online-courses.
This
is
recommended for those to whom wildfire safety is a new concept.

2.1

Fire physics

Fire requires (a) heat, (b) oxygen, and (c) fuel, as shown by the fire triangle in Figure 3
(otherwise called the fire tetrahedron, when chemical reactions are considered). If any of these
factors are not present in the correct proportions (or if the chemical reaction is inhibited) then
combustion will not occur. Hence, homes will only burn when the requirements of combustion
are satisfied. Note that fuel consists of any combustible materials. In a fire people sometimes
only think of vegetation as fuel, but once a home catches alight it also can be considered fuel
and will cause the fire to spread.
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Figure 3: Fire triangle (also called the fire tetrahedron when it is considered that it is possible to inhibit
combustion by stopping the chemical reaction) (adapted from 5)

For a solid or liquid fuel to burn it must first be converted into a gas through the process of
vaporisation, or pyrolysis, which requires heat. The combustible gas then combines with
oxygen to burn. The burning gas then releases more heat causing the vaporisation of
additional fuel, hence leading to a chain reaction. As temperatures increase burning rates also
increase. In a wildland fire situation residents can typically only control the presence of the
fuel, and how readily flammable homes may be. By carrying out fuel reduction in wildland area,
and by making homes less susceptible to fires, the amount of fuel available for a fire is
reduced. During firefighting efforts the water applied to fires has the primary purpose of cooling
fires down, thereby preventing further vaporisation of fuels.
To understand fire behaviour, the mechanisms through which heat is transferred must also be
understood, as discussed below.6,7 Heat is transferred through conduction, convection or
radiation. Fire spread can also occur through flame impingement, which is where flames come
into contact with fuels (and at some level is a combination of combustion, convection and
radiation)8. Figure 4 illustrates some of these phenomena.
•

•

•

The process of conduction is heat transfer within, or between, solid objects, which are
in contact with each other. The heat transfer occurs due to a difference in temperatures
within or between these objects. In a WUI fire this is only important when there is heat
transfer through walls or other objects, so is typically not considered.
The process of convection is the transfer of heat through fluids, namely gasses or
liquids. The hot fluid becomes less dense and rises up where the colder fluid, being
denser, sinks down. Buoyant hot air is the reason for smoke rising, and the reason
flames go upwards. Flames are simply incandescent smoke particles. During severe
fires unusual behaviour, such as fire whirls, can occur due to the large amounts of
rising hot air.
The process of radiation, or rather thermal radiation, is the transfer of heat through
electromagnetic waves. Radiation, also referred to as heat flux, can cause objects at
a distance to catch fire. However, this distance is normally limited to around 30m in
wildfires (hence, the 30m HIZ recommendation above). Stories of large fires causing
homes or forests to spontaneously combust at 100-300m away are typically not
correct, and generally in those cases ember attack has occurred instead (as discussed
below). Table 1 presents typical heat fluxes in different scenarios. It is important to
note that at a heat flux of 3-5 kW/m2 people will experience almost instant pain and will
have burns very quickly. However, the heat flux is between half and a sixth of the heat
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flux needed to ignite typical construction materials. Hence, human experience of heat
flux exposure is not necessarily a good guide, as someone experiencing high radiation
may assume that it is sufficient to ignite their home, which is not necessarily the case.

Figure 4: Burning vegetation can cause intense radiation onto homes (along with flame impingement
and hot convective gases) (Image from the Western Cape #WildfireReady project, produced by Vulcan
Wildfire Management)
Table 1: Typical heat fluxes (radiation) in different scenarios, based on 9

Heat Flux (kW/m2)

Example

1

Sunny day

2.5

Normal firefighter exposure

3-5

Pain to skin within seconds

8-20

Many household materials ignite

20

Threshold flux to floor at flashover

60 - 200

Flames over surface

2.1.1

Factors that influence wildland fire behaviour

There are three important factors that influence wildland fire behaviour, namely fuel,
topography and weather.10 The combination of these may cause to increase or decrease fire
spread rates in relation to how they fulfil the criteria of the fire triangle / tetrahedron. The factors
that influence how, and if, vegetation burns are (a) moisture content, (b) the continuity of the
vegetation and (c) whether it is fine or heavy vegetation. The moisture content of the
vegetation acts as a heat sink, which delays, or even stops a fire from spreading. During
intense fires the radiation and convective gases at the fire front cause the pre-drying of
vegetation in front of it, making that vegetation more combustible. Fires can spread easily
through denser vegetation as there is a continuous fuel source. Fires also spread more easily
through finer fuels, such as bark and leaves, rather than heavy fuels. Finer fuel such as fynbos
or grasses, ignite easily. Heavy fuels such as trees, ignite slowly but burn for longer and
sometimes more intensely. The peak heat flux a home experiences during a fire is primarily
driven by the fine fuels, and this only lasts a few minutes1, but its magnitude will often
determine whether a home survives. This influences which types of trees and shrubs are more,
or less, desirable around houses in terms of fire resistance. Drought also has a role in fire
spread through vegetation, because if an area has had a drought period the vegetation will be
drier and easier to ignite, which occurred in the Knysna fires event.
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Topography has three factors which influences fire spread: features, slopes and aspect.
Features consists of valleys and ridges. Fire spread is faster in valleys and along ridge lines.
Fire spread rates also increases when burning occurs up slopes. In addition the aspect of the
slope also has a role. North facing slopes are more exposed to sunlight, thus these slopes are
drier than other slopes. For visualisations of fire simulations in different topographies refer to
various computer simulations available online, e.g. 11.
Weather parameters that are important in fire spread are: temperature, humidity and wind.
High temperatures means a higher chances of easy ignitions, thus easier fire spread. Fires
also spread easier on days with low humidity. The presence of strong winds is extremely
important in terms of fire spread as it provides oxygen for the fuel, propels convective gases
forward into unburnt material and carries burning embers, as will now be discussed.
2.1.2

Flaming brands / spotting

The presence of burning embers that are carried by the wind significantly influences both the
rate of fire spread, and also how many homes are destroyed during fires. These flaming
embers are also referred to as firebrands, spotting or ember attack, and are shown in Figure
5. They are typically burning leafs, twigs, barks and other small materials (or items from homes
that are burning). In many fires it has been identified that ember attack is the mechanism
responsible for the majority of homes destroyed.12 Firebrands can typically be lofted 200 to
300 m from a fire front, although there have been cases that they have been carried many
kilometres by strong winds.2 This can mean that homes a significant distance away from the
fire, or many rows of houses into a suburb, are still at risk from a fire. Embers can land on
combustible material around homes (e.g. timber decks, log piles, plants, trees, leaves in
gutters) causing them to catch fire which then spreads to the home, or embers can penetrate
small openings (e.g. air vents, skylights, open windows, spaces under doors) and directly
cause homes to catch fire. In a severe fire it must be understood that thousands of firebrands
can come raining down onto an area and collect in any available space, potentially
smouldering away for hours and only causing a house to burn down a number of hours later.

Figure 5: Firebrand / ember attack from lofted burning material being carried onto homes and causing
them to ignite (Image from the Western Cape #WildfireReady project, produced by Vulcan Wildfire
Management)

2.1.3

Structure-to-structure ignition

As discussed above, structures also form part of the fuel that is burnt up during fires. The
radiation emitted from a burning structure can result in its neighbouring house being exposed
to high heat fluxes for significantly longer periods of time than typically found for a fire front
passing through an area.13 Hence, once a structure in a suburb has ignited it significantly
increases the risk of neighbouring houses catching fire. Also, burning construction materials
are known to potentially release large amounts of embers, depending on the nature of the
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material that is burning. Structure-to-structure ignition can occur due to ember ignition,
radiation, convection, conduction and even flame impingement directly from one home to
another if they are close enough together. This mechanism is illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Structure-to-structure ignition (Image from the Western Cape #WildfireReady project,
produced by Vulcan Wildfire Management)

2.2

Classification of causes of ignition

As introduced in the preceding sections, it must be understood that fire spread from a wildland
area through, and into, an urban or peri-urban area is complex. However, as Dr Cohen makes
very clear, fires do not spread as “tsunamis of flame” that engulf everything in their path.14 As
an example, consider Figure 7 which shows the remnants of a destroyed home in Knysna.
Note how sections of the adjacent pine trees, and parts of the remaining staircase, are not
even charred. This tends to indicate that ignition may have come from travelling ground fires,
or ember attack, but not from a very intense fire with high radiation levels, such as from a large
crown fire. Crown fires refer to forest fires where the upper sections, or canopy, of the forest
burn, and can be very intense. Ground fires refer to those creeping along the ground by
burning low lying materials such as leaf litter and low lying vegetation, and are typically less
intense.

Figure 7: Destroyed home in the Knysna Heights area. Note how sections of the pine trees and much
of the staircase are not burnt / charred. This indicates that the area may possibly not have been exposed
to high heat radiation, but rather ground fires and ember attack. (Image used courtesy of Vulcan Wildfire
Management).
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From the discussions above, it can be seen that there are various mechanisms through which
homes can be ignited during a fire. To be able to better understand what measures would be
most suitable in reducing the number of homes destroyed it is important to try categorise and
quantify the cause of ignition. To this end a classification system has been adopted in this
report based upon that has been utilised by the National Institute of Science & Technology
(NIST) in the USA.15 It categorises ignition types as due to (A) Uninterrupted vegetative fire or
ember ignition, (B) vegetative fire or ember ignition, (C) ember ignition, and (D) structure-tostructure or ember ignition, with specific details discussed below. This system has been
chosen due to the simplified categories provided, suitable for a macro-scale analysis as
conducted in this report. Category D has been added in this report as it is a mechanism that
would have occurred in the Knysna fires disaster.
It should be noted that the identification of ignition mechanism is influenced by a large variety
of factors and is difficult to determine accurately, especially when considering a large number
of homes, and when the research is being conducted a period after the actual fire. As an
example, Maranghides et al16 note the following with regards to the ignition of certain
construction materials: “the destruction of a home with a wood roof does not mean the wood
roof was the cause of the destruction. Without eyewitness accounts of the exposure and
subsequent destruction it is impossible to determine the ignition sequence”. In many cases
the defensive actions taken by inhabitants may lead to a home surviving, whereas researchers
incorrectly assume that the home was resilient due to its construction materials. Hence, in this
report general trends are considered rather than specific details. Even if a resident had been
standing next to a home when it ignited it is possible that they may have thought it to be have
been from, say, radiation of the fire front, whereas in fact embers had caused dead leaf litter
in a gutter to catch fire which then spread into the roof. Hence, in the following section the
number of homes reported in each ignition category are approximate and identified based
upon an individual assessment of every single home. For an accurate assessment eyewitness
accounts, and sometimes multiple eyewitness accounts, along with an on-site investigation
would be needed for every home, and due to the size of this disaster this is simply not feasible.
2.2.1

Category A – Uninterrupted Vegetative Fire or Ember Ignition

Category A is defined as structures that were potentially ignited by uninterrupted fire spread
through continuous vegetative fuels up to the structure. This category is restricted to structures
that were located on the perimeter of the suburb, on the WUI, or located in areas of continuous
vegetation into the suburb. In this case a continuous fuel bed permits fire to burn right up to a
structure, potentially even if winds are not severe (depending on the type of vegetation and its
moisture content).
In all the categories considered ember attack due to flaming brands could occur, and may
potentially have been the mechanism of ignition. In many cases detached combustibles such
as sheds, fences, decks and piles of firewood may be ignited by ember attack and then cause
the combustion of the adjacent home. Hence, in all cases ember attack is listed as a possible
mechanism, and should it not have been responsible the other mechanism listed in the
category (i.e. continuous vegetation burning for A) would have caused the home to ignite.
2.2.2

Category B – Vegetative Fire or Ember Ignition

Category B is defined as structures with sufficient burnt vegetation surrounding it which could
have been the cause of ignition. However the vegetation surrounding the structure could not
have ignited through continuous fire spread, due to the presence of fuel breaks such as roads,
grasslands with short grass, fire breaks, etc. Hence, vegetation around the home most
probably had to be ignited by embers. Hence embers were involved either by igniting the
vegetation surrounding the structure or igniting the structure directly. This category is mostly
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identified with structures that are in suburbs with dense vegetation in and around structures,
but some amount of a fuel / fire break nearby.
2.2.3

Category C - Ember Ignition

Category C is defined for structures that were ignited by embers directly, which caused little
to no damage to vegetation surrounding them. This category was used for isolated burnt
structures in suburbs, as well as structures with minimal vegetation around them for an
appreciable distance, i.e. where there is the presence of good defensible space. In such cases
it is most probable that embers ignited the inside or outside of the home directly.
The behaviour of residents evacuating a home may influence survival. If garages, windows or
doors are left open they provide an easy access point for ember attack.
2.2.4

Category D – Structure-to-Structure or Ember Ignition.

Category D is defined as structures that were ignited by adjacent burning structures, and this
typically occurs in suburbs, and for homes located at one least line of structures into a suburb.
As discussed above, either ember attack, radiation, convection or flame impingement could
be the mode of fire spread.

3 Analysis of structures burnt down in the Knysna fires
In this section all the homes burnt down during the Knysna fires event are considered, along
with an analysis of what influenced the disaster.

3.1

Dataset used and method of analysis

After the Knysna disaster a team led by the South African National Parks (SANParks), and
assisted by volunteers, visited all the structures which were destroyed. Details regarding the
homes were recorded, and the status of the damage, which was categorised as “Destroyed”,
“Damaged” or “No damage”. The Knysna Fire Brigade assisted in the verification of the data.
A total of 1112 geo-located points with data were identified. This dataset has been invaluable
in the compilation of this report, and the hard work put in by SANParks, and the other team
members who assisted, to create this dataset is gratefully acknowledged. Table 2 summarises
the dataset and how it has been utilised in this work.
Table 2: Summary of dataset of structures destroyed

Structures destroyed / Severe damage
Structures damaged */ Minor structure destroyed
Unverified / no damage / GPS location uncertain **
Total

929 (939**)
137*
46 (36**)
1112

* Likely to be significant underestimation of actual number
** There are 10 homes where GPS positions are not on homes, meaning that the destroyed structure dataset is possibly
939, rather than 929. It is probable that there was a GPS reading error, but the homes were actually destroyed. Since
such homes could not be analysed in the sections that follow (as no data about the structure could be identified) they
have been excluded from the dataset.

For the dataset received 929 homes have been marked as destroyed, and are the primary
source of information for this report. Only those points which could be verified were utilised to
ensure that the recommendations made below can be relied upon. A challenge with any form
of such fire disaster data collection is how to define “destroyed”. The burnt out garage of a
luxury mansion may be of greater area and value than three informal dwellings combined, yet
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most would define the former as damaged / severely damaged and the latter as destroyed.
Furthermore, multiple individuals were involved in the data collection process, meaning that
definitions may have slightly varied. Also, due to the speed at which some homeowners rebuilt
sections of their homes it is difficult to accurately ascertain after the incident the exact extent
of damage relative to the size of the home. Based on the aforementioned, the first category is
marked as both “destroyed” and also “severely damaged” to widen the definition.
Thereafter, 137 structures in the dataset are listed / classified as “Damaged”. This category is
also used where minor structures, such as carports, were destroyed. These have been
included in aerial photos and maps of areas, but have not been included when quantifying the
details regarding construction types, ignition mechanisms and other such features.
Unfortunately it is very difficult to quantify “damaged” as this can range from minor external
damage to entire parts of a structure burning out. Of the dataset it is likely the number of
damaged structures significantly underestimates the actual number of homes where damage
occurred. Many inhabitants may not have reported the damage and simply dealt with it
privately, or with their insurance company.
Of the remaining data points there are 46 positions at which data was listed as “Unverified”,
the GPS coordinate recorded appears to not be on a structure (possible inaccurate GPS
reading) or the structure had “No Damage” listed. Such data points have been excluded from
the analysis.
It is important to understand that the dataset considered represents the number of homes at
which damage occurred. This significantly underestimates the number of homes at which
ignitions occurred that could have led to damage. Where residents stayed to defend their
homes, or fire fighters saved homes, the homes may have ignited but not burnt down.
In a post-wildfire analysis much can be learnt by investigating homes where there has been
partial destruction, and those homes which survived. However, due to the delay between the
time of the time and the time of this report only the damaged structures could be considered,
as much rebuilding had already occurred.

3.2

Overview of area where damage occurred

Figure 8 to Figure 10 provide names of the main suburbs / regions where homes and
structures were destroyed or damaged, showing the entire area and a more detailed image of
area around central Knysna and Brenton. These areas are referred to in the sections that
follow. Each home / structure at which data has been recorded was individually analysed as
part of this report to determine its location relative to surrounding vegetation or homes,
construction materials used, probable causes of ignition and similar factors. Also shown in the
images are the burn scars (burnt areas) of the Knysna fires, as generated by the CSIR and
Cape Nature.
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Figure 8: Overview of the damaged area for the Knysna fires disaster, along with names of areas
affected. (Burn scar provided courtesy of the CSIR and Cape Nature)

Figure 9: Aerial image showing the names of the main suburbs / regions of Knysna Town where homes
were destroyed or damaged, along with the burn scar (Burn scar provided courtesy of the CSIR and
Cape Nature)
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Figure 10: Aerial image showing the names of the main suburbs / regions in Southern Knysna / Brenton
were destroyed or damaged, along with the burn scar (Burn scar provided courtesy of the CSIR and
Cape Nature)

3.3

Summary of destroyed / severely damaged structures

Table 3: Summary of the numbers of homes destroyed / severely damaged in the different regions

Suburb

No. houses:

Suburb

No. houses:

Belvidere
Brenton
Brenton on Lake
Brenton on Sea
Buffalo Bay Farms
Buffelsbaai/Blackwaters
Eastford
Eastford Country Estate
Eastford Downs
Eastford Glen
Eastford Ridge
Eastford Vale
Elandskraal
Estuary Heights
Green Pastures
Heads
Heuwelkruin
Highway/Phantom Pass
Kanonkop

31
28
14
92
7
20
14
19
7
15
10
11
14
7
5
4
19
16
31

Knysna Heights
Kranshoek
Lelieskloof
Madibas Tide
Noetzie
Old Place Upper
Paradise
Pezula
Pezula Golf Estate
Phantom Pass
Platbos/Blaricum Heights
Plet Aerodrome
Plettenberg Bay
Simola
The Cove
Welbedacht
Westhill
White Location

147
3
22
15
2
7
63
16
4
12
1
28
36
2
3
78
21
105

TOTAL

929

Table 3 summarises how many homes / structures were destroyed in the different suburbs
and regions. A total of 929 structure were destroyed or severely damaged, showing the sheer
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magnitude of this disaster. From this table it can be seen that the majority of the destruction
occurred around the North-Eastern suburbs of Knysna, consisting of suburbs such as
Eastford, Knysna Heights, Kanonkop and Paradise. As discussed above, there were an
additional 137 damaged structures and 46 unverified data points not included in these
quantities.

3.4

Analysis of the cause of ignition and fire spread mechanism

Table 4 summarises the probable ignition method of the homes / structures that were severely
damaged / destroyed. This is based upon the categories presented in Section 2.2. As
discussed above, since ember attack / firebrands are such a dominant mode of fire spread all
homes could potentially have been ignited by them. However, an isolated home a significant
distance from burnt vegetation was almost certainly ignited by firebrands.
Table 4: Fire spread mechanism leading to homes / structures being destroyed / severely damaged

Fire spread mechanism
A: Uninterrupted Vegetative Fire or Ember Ignition
B: Vegetative Fire or Ember Ignition
C: Ember Ignition
D: Structure-to-Structure or Ember Ignition

No. homes
270-300
380-420
140-180
70-100 (up to ± 150)

% Total
31%
43%
17%
9%

From Table 4 it can be observed that approximately 74% of the homes were destroyed due to
the vegetation in their immediate vicinity (i.e. categories A & B). Around 17% of all the homes
appear to have been directly affected by embers alone, based on negligible vegetative
damage in their immediate vicinity. Such homes could have been susceptible due to their roof
type, materials stacked around the house, the presence of combustible materials in gutters,
or openings being available through which embers could enter the home and ignite
furnishings. During evacuations it is possible that people left doors or windows open which
made their homes more susceptible. Only around 9% of the homes were destroyed due to
structure-to-structure ignition, although this is difficult to define, and could potentially have
been higher, until around 150 homes. When the fire reached the Kanonkop / Paradise /
Knysna Heights regions around 8 rows of homes burnt, and it is difficult to determine whether
the fire propagated through the vegetation in the area or directly from home-to-home.
Table 5 summarises the location of the destroyed / severely damaged homes, from which the
following can be learnt:
•

•

Approximately 12% of the homes were isolated, being a distance away from any
adjacent homes. This is especially typical of the Elandsfontein area, for homes leading
up to the Brenton-on-Sea area, farmlands on the outskirts of town, and in estates with
large plots of land. Such homes are difficult to defend during wildland fires, are often
long distances from fire brigades, and must often rely on being individually prepared
for fires. However, such homeowners can more easily influence what happens in the
HIZ, as this typically falls all within their property, unlike in suburbs.
Around 14% of the homes were on the WUI. It is often not possible to define an exact
line representing a wildland-urban interface, since homes and vegetation do not follow
neat linear patterns, and there can be expanses of vegetation between suburbs.
Homes on the WUI typically have a much higher fire risk as the fire front and ember
attack reaches them with full force. If any of these homes are fire resistant they can
provide a barrier to protect the homes further into the structure. Homeowners in such
locations should take seriously the recommendations listed below about “hardening
homes” and being fire resilient. In large fire incidents municipalities often have to spend
disproportionate amounts of response funding protecting homes on the WUI.17
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•

•

•

An interesting factor to note is that around 40% of the homes listed were located within
suburbs. This emphasises the extreme nature of this fire incident in that homes a
significant distance (many lines of homes) into a suburb were destroyed. Most of the
residents in such dwellings would probably have thought before the incident that their
homes had a very low probability of being destroyed by a wildland fire.
Due to the nature of the Knysna area many homes within suburbs are located adjacent
to spurs / continuous lines of vegetation that reach to the edge of the suburb. Around
12% of the homes destroyed were in areas where the fire had a relatively continuous
path from the edge of the suburb / WUI to the home via a greenbelt, park, small
wildland area or densely vegetated properties. This re-emphasizes how the WUI can
extend into a suburb, and not only homes on the outskirts of a town are susceptible.
Finally, around 23% of the homes have been defined as “rural clusters of homes”
where multiple dwellings / structures are located in close proximity to one another, but
outside of main suburban areas. Such homes are susceptible to fire fronts, ember
attack and structure-to-structure ignition. Careful arrangement of such homes can
reduce their susceptibility to fire.

Table 5: Location of destroyed / severely damaged homes & structures

Location

Isolated
On WUI
In suburb
Continuous vegetation into suburb
Rural Cluster of Homes

No. homes % Total
107
12%
130
14%
371
40%
109
12%
212
23%

From discussions above it can be seen that the presence of vegetation around dwellings has
a significant impact on the fire behaviour and chance of ignition. Table 6 presents the
vegetation conditions around the severely damaged / destroyed structures. From the data it
can be easily observed that uninterrupted vegetation (i.e. continuous trees & bushes in the
area surrounding a home) or interrupted vegetation (i.e. as before but with some spaces for
grass, pools, roads, etc.) makes up 74% of the structures that were severely damaged.
Thereafter 22% of the homes destroyed had limited or low vegetation in a zone of 10m
immediately around their homes. Only 1% of the total had low / limited vegetation within 30 m,
whilst 4% had no vegetation in the area immediately surrounding the home. Such homes
would typically have been destroyed by firebrands carried a longer distance, or if there were
small flammable objects around the house that cannot be easily identified. Overall, the
presence of vegetation needs to be carefully considered when making homes more fire
resistant, as the presence of combustible plants and trees may sometimes be more important
that the construction materials used on the home (up to a point, as flammable roof materials
are particularly dangerous).
Table 6: Vegetation surrounding destroyed / severely damaged homes & structures

Vegetation
Uninterrupted Vegetation
Interrupted Vegetation
Low / Limited Vegetation within 10m
Low / Limited Vegetation within 30m
No Vegetation

No. homes % Total
262
28%
423
46%
200
22%
6
1%
38
4%
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3.4.1

Consideration of fire spread - Kanonkop / Kynsna Heights / Paradise region

From the data in the tables above it can be seen that structures / homes in many different
locations were affected, and also various ignition mechanisms were probable. To illustrate this
behaviour consider Figure 11 which illustrates the various fire spread mechanisms through
the Kanonkop / Kynsna Heights / Paradise and surrounding region. This represents probable
trends, although the exact sequence of events is hard to define as firebrands can ignite homes
a significant distance ahead of a fire front, whilst smouldering material could cause homes to
burn down hours after a fire front has passed through. However, by understanding such
general fire spread patterns homeowners can address fire safety more easily, and can
consider what in an area may endanger a home during a fire.

Figure 11: Possible fire spread mechanisms through the Knysna Heights / Kanonkop / Paradise region
(Note that fire spread direction has been shown based on overall spread, although locally there could
have been significant changes in spread direction due to wind behaviour)

In Figure 11 the fire front approached the region from the North-West. The Kanonkop area
was affected by fire that jumped between 20 m and 300 m from the neighbouring Welbedacht
and Estuary Heights regions. On the east side of Kanonkop there is dense vegetation and
many timber homes, the majority of which were destroyed. Some of the area is at the top of a
hill, which would have been very exposed to the fire as it progressed.
For the Knysna Heights / Paradise region the fire jumped a relatively green valley with the
break in burn scar ranging between 30 and 200 m to the North-West, or between 50 and 200
m to the West from Kanonkop. It is likely that firebrands caused ignitions at multiple points,
and these could have been onto vegetation or even directly onto homes. The fire would then
have burnt up the dense vegetation on the side of the hill. It then would have reached the first
line of homes that would have been exposed to both severe radiation and high numbers of
firebrands. Towards the Northern side of the image a fire break of around 25-30 m wide is
present, but this would have had limited impact in such weather conditions. Once the first row
of houses ignited this would have resulted in structure-to-structure ignition occurring as the
fire proceeded into the suburb. In this region gardens had large amounts of vegetation, much
of which would have been drier than normal following the extended drought period (as
discussed in other sections of this report). Hence, fire could also have spread via the
vegetation fuel pathways present through the area. Homes almost 1 km away from the WUI
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ignited, such as those down on the Main Road / N2, and such homes would typically be
thought of as not being susceptible to wildfire.
A number of isolated structures survived, especially those where the dwelling density was
higher and the vegetation density lower. A number of the homes in Paradise may have been
protected by the adjacent ridge which may have caused firebrands to be lofted over them.
Also, the presence of less flammable vegetation, suppression efforts and wind direction may
have influenced survivability.
It can be seen that the number of homes / structures affected significantly decreases towards
the South-East. This would have been influenced by the increased structure density, presence
of roads, reduced quantities of vegetation and possibly by suppression efforts.
3.4.2

Consideration of fire spread – Belvidere

In contrast to the large number of homes destroyed in the previous section, the region of
Belvidere is now discussed, where the number of dwellings affected is less than might be
expected. The fire also approached the suburb from the West / North-West having burnt
through extensive areas of pine plantation. However, only 27 homes in the suburb to the east
of the main access road were destroyed / severely damaged, and of these 10 were in the thick
vegetation on the southern side. The primary damage was caused where a swathe of homes
were burnt on the Northern side. At this position the first line of homes survived, and instead
it was the second and third rows of homes that caught fire. This highlights that fire spread was
primarily due to ember attack. There is a moderate to steep slope from Belvidere up the
mountain, meaning that fire spread was occurring downslope. Hence, the wind may have
lofted brands over the first line, or lines, of homes. Also, the presence of less combustible
foliage along the road may afforded some protection. The homes in the second and third lines
into the suburb show no obvious architectural reason for their greater flammability (e.g. thatch)
except some of the homes do have more vegetation immediately adjacent to them. In the
middle of the suburb two adjacent homes were affected, and these are almost 200 m from the
nearest other structure that burnt or the burn scar region, showing evidence of ember attack.
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Figure 12: Possible fire spread mechanisms through the Belvidere region (Note that fire spread direction
has been shown based on overall spread, although locally there could have been significant changes
in spread direction due to wind behaviour)

By contrasting the two fire spread examples above it can be seen that fire spread is complex,
but also once the spread mechanism is broken many homes can be protected. In Belvidere
the fact that the fire was burning downhill, the presence of the road and possibly some less
combustible material prevented a large number of homes from igniting within the suburb,
thereby protecting multiple lines of structures. It is typically not possible to control the
topographic features of an area, but if the outer row(s) of a suburb are prevented from igniting,
and there are not vegetative fire pathways, then many homes can be made safer.
3.4.3

Consideration of fire spread – Kranshoek

In contrast to the damage suffered in Central Knysna and Belividere the Kranshoek
community, that lies between Plettenburg Bay and Knysna, was virtually unaffected by fire, as
shown in Figure 13. The main settlement area shown to the left of the figure has a large
number of homes yet only two of these were destroyed during the fire incident. The fire passed
to the North and the South of the community. A number of factors would have assisted this
community in being more fire resilient. Firstly, a large area of irrigated agricultural land lies to
the West of it, meaning that the fire front only reached the community on the South side. This
would have meant that the community would have been exposed to significantly less ember
attack and a smaller fire front. It is difficult to quantify how many additional homes would have
been destroyed had the agricultural land had not been there, but there would have been more
homes lost. Secondly, the vegetation density in the region in the area, including within the
suburb, is relatively low meaning that there were no easy fire paths from the edge of the
community into the settlement, resulting in few homes being exposed to fire. Thirdly, the
community has an active FireWise program in place meaning that additional household and
community preparedness measures were in place. Such programs influence the amount of
vegetation surrounding homes and suburbs, along with home resilience and response or
evacuation during fire incidents. Reports indicate that the community was prepared and active
when the fire arrived at the area. The effect of the coastline meant that there were complex
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wind patterns in the area, meaning that the fire spread pattern would not have been as simple
as indicated in the figure.

Figure 13: Possible fire spread mechanisms through the Kranshoek region (Note that fire spread
direction has been shown based on overall spread, although locally there could have been significant
changes in spread direction due to wind behaviour)

3.4.4

Anecdotal details regarding fire spread and ignition

The details above present a generalisation how fire spread could have been expected to have
occurred. However, due to the complexity of fire behaviour, and human interactions there will
always be significant changes and exceptions to such behaviour. A number of incidents
presented in the Vulcan Situational Analysis18 of the Knysna fires disaster highlight such
issues:
•

•
•

In some instances residents did not evacuate and defended their homes by
extinguishing small spot fires that started. The survival of such a home could be
incorrectly attributed to the construction materials used. (As a note, the presence of
individuals protecting homes will increase the chance of home survival, but also
significantly increase the chance of fatalities as inhabitants can become trapped by
fast moving fires.)
In one case two older timber structures survived due to the conditions surrounding the
homes, consisting primarily of grass and indigenous trees, whereas brick structures on
the same property burnt down due to vegetation growing up against the buildings.
One home had reeds on an outside deck, which appeared to catch alight. The heat
from the fire probably caused home windows to break, and then items inside the home
caught alight due to radiation, flame impingement or ember attack. A firefighter on the
scene immediately extinguished the fire and saved the home. Such behaviour
highlights how items around homes can make structures susceptible to fire.
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•
•

3.5

A resident of Belvidere felt that ember attack was the primary form of ignition for the
homes that did burn down in the area. This is consistent with analyses presented
above.
Some homes in Knysna burnt down 12-16 hours after the main fire front has passed
through the area. This was probably due to secondary fire fronts or smouldering
embers that had collected somewhere. The fact that houses can burn hours after a fire
front has passed through an area is consistent with previous findings. In work
conducted in Australia “research has shown that the majority of houses destroyed in
bushfires usually survived the passage of a fire front, but burned down during the
following few hours due to fire spreading from small ignitions caused by burning
debris”.13 In the Knysna disaster there currently isn’t an accurate knowledge regarding
how many homes ignited after the fire front had past.

Influence of construction types and architectural styles

A question often asked in such disasters relates to what extent architectural features and
construction materials influenced if / how homes were destroyed or survived. Table 7 to Table
10 summarise factors important in home fire resiliency, namely the wall type and roof type.
Also considered is the presence of a deck and flammable fencing around homes, as both of
these can catch fire and then cause spread into homes. This data has been produced by
analysing satellite and Street View images of every home considered in the dataset. Due to
some homes not being visible (too far from the road, being within secure suburbs, being
surrounded by thick vegetation, etc.) it was not possible to analyse every home, leading to
various homes have “unknown” properties. It should be remembered that when considering
construction types the entire building will only be as resilient as its weakest point. Hence, even
a solid concrete wall may cause a home to be susceptible if it has a glass window with curtains
hanging in it, where the glass breaks to due radiation and the curtains then catch fire.
Table 7: Wall types of homes that were destroyed / severely damaged

Wall type
Timber
Masonry
Steel sheeting
Informal
Unknown

No. homes
210-220
400-410
4
78
228

% Total
23%
44%
0%
8%
25%

Table 8: Roof type of homes that were destroyed / severely damaged

Roof Type

Timber
Tiles
Steel Sheeting
Thatch
Concrete
Informal
Unknown

No. homes
25-30
260-270
200-210
36
30
78
290

% Total
3%
28%
22%
4%
3%
8%
31%

By South African standards the area has a higher than normal prevalence of timber structures,
being around 23% of the structures damaged. This may have influenced the fire spread rate
on the outskirts of the town where timber homes were interspersed amongst thick forests.
However, it is also important to note that the presence of masonry walls and steel sheeting,
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or even a concrete roof, does not necessarily guarantee the survival of a home. It is difficult to
make definite comments based on the construction materials used as they need to be
considered in relation to undamaged homes. With the inherent variation in home styles from
one area to another it has not been possible to normalise values against surviving homes.
However, the scatter in data does mean that all homes are susceptible to fire damage, and it
is other factors such as the amount of vegetation around homes, and details that affect
susceptibility to ember attack, are more important. For future fire investigations, that should
be conducted immediately after a fire, the presence of partially damaged structures often
provide good insight into how construction materials, that are still visible and can be accurately
assessed, behaved in a fire.19
Based on international research it is important to understand that roofs (and associated
features such as eaves, gutters, vents and chimneys) are the most susceptible component of
a house to ember attack.20 Hence, it is import to ensure that roofs are not combustible. In the
Knysna area the 36 structures with thatch roofs would have been more susceptible to fire
(unless specific protection products are used along with roof mounted sprinklers). Hence, care
must be taken with the selection and testing of roof cladding systems, and if materials are
shown to be susceptible they require additional protection.
Timber decks are known to be a fire risk in that flaming brands can land on them, fall between
the slats, and build up underneath the deck until a fire starts in dry flammable material (e.g.
old leaf litter). The deck can then burn and lead to fire spread into homes by causing windows
to break, thereby allowing flame impingement or radiation into homes, and which point curtains
become highly susceptible. Of the homes where it could be determined whether a deck was
present or not (47% of total), it appears that almost half of the identified homes had
combustible decks. This tends to indicate a relatively high prevalence of decks in the homes
that were severely damaged. Hence, in the reconstruction of dwellings homeowners should
consider how they can make their decks less susceptible to ember attack (regular cleaning,
preventing places where embers can build-up, etc.), and also less susceptible to high
radiation. However, since the areas affected are often holiday homes, retirement homes or
similar such leisure venues it is not necessarily surprising to find a high prevalence of decks.
Table 9: Presence of decking around destroyed / severely damaged structures

Deck
No deck
Non-combustible deck
Combustible deck
Unknown

No. homes
160-170
65-75
190-210
493

% Total
18%
8%
22%
53%

During a large fire the presence of flammable fencing can cause a fuel bridge from a distance
away from a home, right up to a home, thereby potentially causing it to ignite. Also, long
expanses of timber fencing can be problematic for firefighters to extinguish, as flare-ups can
easily occur. Of the homes destroyed where fencing around dwellings could be identified (54%
of the total) it appears that around 28% of the fences were combustible, with a quarter of
combustible fences extending right up to the house. In some instances this could have
influenced the ignition mechanism and caused homes to ignite, although very specific
information would be required to accurately quantify this. In the rebuild efforts inhabitants
should try ensure that if combustible fences are used they do not run right up to the sides of
homes, otherwise they may form fuel bridges.19
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Table 10: Presence of fencing around destroyed / severely damaged homes

Fencing

No fence
Non-combustible fence
Combustible fence
Combustible fence up to house
Unknown

3.6

No. homes
218
91
141
48
431

% Total
23%
10%
15%
5%
46%

Case studies

The details above present very high-level macro-scale analyses of the homes / structures that
were affected in the Knysna fires disaster. However, lessons can also be learnt from cases
where unusual events were observed, such as in specific areas where some homes survived
and others did not. From such case studies phenomena can be identified regarding factors
that make homes more suited to the wildland fire environment. Below various images are
provided where home survivability was influenced by: (a) the presence of a good HIZ /
defensible space, (b) the influence of topography, or (c) cases where isolated structures were
destroyed.
3.6.1

The influence of the home ignition zone (HIZ) / defensible space

Homes where vegetation had been cleared for a distance around them were significantly more
likely to survive during the Knysna fires disaster. The presence of well-maintained HIZ
decreases the chance of direct flame impingement, reduces the radiation a home is exposed
to, and potentially reduces the number of firebrands landing on the home. Figure 14 illustrates
areas where the fire front passed through but homes survived. Image (a) and (b) are an
obvious example where a new housing complex was being built. Vegetation was virtually nonexistent, and the construction materials of the homes were typically not flammable. Hence,
the entire development was unaffected by the fire, whereas homes on all sides were damaged
or destroyed. It remains to be seen to what extent the amount of vegetation increases in the
housing complex upon completion and once inhabitants are able to plant gardens. Images (c)
and (d) show isolated structures that survived, but surrounded by burnt out areas. The
presence of short grass lawns, limited amounts of vegetation and typically non-combustible
construction materials influenced the fact that these structures survived (along with potentially
the influence of suppression efforts which cannot be identified).
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Figure 14: Influence of the HIZ / defensible space on home survival (images courtesy of Vulcan Wildfire
Management)

3.6.2

The influence of topography

Topography can have a significant effect on fire behaviour and the risk of a home burning
down.21 Fires burn faster uphill, and also burn faster in certain geographic features such as
chimneys. Hence, homes located at the top of a steep, densely vegetated slope is likely to be
subject to severe fire exposure. Conversely, homes located downslope from burning
vegetation are more likely to survive. Figure 15 (a) & (b) shows a number of locations where
downslope homes survived, possibly influenced by topography. In (a) the home on the left was
destroyed, whilst the homes to the right of the road are downhill, and have a road in front, so
embers may have been lofted over them. Conversely, in (c) and (d) the homes were at the top
of a slope and would have been exposed to fast-moving and extreme fire scenarios. In general
it is difficult to change the influence of slopes in a region, but should be considered when
determining fire risk, and potentially which areas need to have fuel treatments done.
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Figure 15: Photos of areas where (a & b) homes potentially survived due to the influence of topography,
as homes were downslope of the fire front, along with (c & d) homes that would have experienced
severe fires due to being at the top of slopes (images courtesy of Vulcan Wildfire Management)

3.6.3

Isolated structures which were destroyed

In a number of instances isolated homes were destroyed whilst surrounding homes survived.
Figure 16 shows aerial images of various areas where isolated homes were survived whilst
adjacent homes were destroyed. In (a) a housing development mostly survived the fire except
for 4 homes in the image that were destroyed. These homes may have had additional
vegetation around them, been exposed to higher radiation fluxes, or had weak points such as
open windows through which embers came. The other homes may simply have had lower fire
exposure, or even had homeowners defending them. In (b) the path of homes destroyed at
Belvidere is shown, as discussed in Section 3.4.2. Once the fire had crossed the main access
road, due to ember attack, a combination of structure-to-structure ignition and vegetation
burning would have assisted the formation of this burn pattern. Images (c) and (d) are from
Brenton-on-Sea where a large number of homes near the beach were destroyed. The majority
of structures destroyed at the bottom of (c) were timber, many with thatch roofs. Firebrands
must have be carried around 100-200m for these structures to be affected, some of them
being totally destroyed.
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Figure 16: Images showing areas where some homes survived and some homes were destroyed, with
destroyed homes shown by red circles (images courtesy of Vulcan Wildfire Management)

4 Recommendations
From the discussions in this report it can be seen that fire behaviour, spread and home
ignitions are complex phenomena which have a large number of factors that influence them.
However, from the data and analysis there are various areas that could be improved to reduce
the risk and impact of future wildfires in South Africa and internationally. These are
summarised below, and expanded in the following sections:
-

-

-

The survivability of a home is highly dependent on the Home Ignition Zone (HIZ). The
presence of combustible vegetation around a home severely increases its risk of
burning down during a fire incident. Homeowners need to take responsibility for
preparing their homes for wildfires. The data in this report shows that homes
constructed from many different materials were destroyed, meaning that no home is
impermeable if fire can come too close. Homes will always have weak points, such as
windows which can break during a fire, and combustible material around a home can
provide a bridge for fire spread.
Although any type of home can be destroyed, there are still significant improvements
that can be made to homes to improve their chance of survival. This is discussed in
depth in the sections that follow regarding how roofs, walls, gardens and similar areas
can be enhanced to reduce risk.
If homes on the edge of a suburb, or vegetated areas, are more resilient they may form
a shield to protect the rows of homes behind them. Conversely, once a home catches
fire it may increase the fire exposure of the homes around it, meaning that they too
could burn down. Hence, communities, rather than isolated individuals, need to
become fire resilient.
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-

-

4.1

Communities living in higher risk wildland fire areas should start adopting international
codes of practice for improving construction specifications and details. Municipalities
need to become involved in this process (or otherwise will have to carry the financial
burden of responding to fire disasters). Discussions regarding this point are presented
below.
Insurance companies can be involved in the process of improving wildland fire safety
as discussed in Section 4.2. Furthermore, municipalities are producing risk
assessments which should be utilised to identify where homes are at risk.
For future fire disasters investigators need to be dispatched immediately such that
investigations can begin within 24 hours of an incident to ascertain what happened,
and to document what can be learnt from the incident. This analysis has occurred
approximately a year after the incident, hence the focus has been on broad trends
rather than specific incidents. A recommendation for the future is that agencies
(national and/or provincial and/or municipal) should have professionals on standby to
carry out fire investigations and reviews immediately after incidents, such that within
hours of a large fire teams can be actively assessing what happened. This will
significantly help assess how homes were ignited, what caused the fire and what can
be done in the future to make suburbs more fire resilient.

Improvement of home / structure fire safety on the WUI

In an international workshop on wildland fire safety the “hardening of structures” was identified
as being the most important area requiring research attention and development.22 This applies
to exterior regions such as decks, windows, sidings, vents, roofs and features between homes
and communities. This is explained as follows:
Hardening of structures entails reducing the potential for ignition from direct
flame, firebrand showers, and radiant heat coming from outside of the
defensible zone.23 Furthermore, hardening also entails the ability to slow the
propagation of the flame should ignition occur. Ignition resistance and
retarded fire-spreading structures and communities can be achieved with careful
building planning, selection of fire-resistance construction materials, active and
passive
barriers,
reflective
materials, non-louvered shutters, sprinkler
installations, and inclusion of quality defensible space surrounding individual
houses and neighborhoods.24 Where relevant standards exist they need to be
enforced, and new standards are needed where none currently exist. For
many measures, however, maintenance is critical. Homeowners should be held
accountable for keeping roofs and gutters free of debris; maintaining defined
defensible spaces; and not storing firewood on, near, or under decks.22
To guide the improvement of homes in South Africa it is important that international codes of
practice be adopted (rather than trying to write new codes). A number of codes are currently
available that would assist in this process include:
-

-

National Fire Protection Association (NFPA):
o NFPA 1141 – Standard for fire protection infrastructure for land development
in suburban and rural areas
o NFPA 1142 – Standard for water supplies for suburban and rural fire fighting
o NFPA 1143 – Standard for wildland fire management
o NFPA 1144 – Standard for reducing structure ignition hazards from wildland
fires. This is the most useful code, of the NFPA codes lists, for building code
controllers, insurance companies and home owners.
International Code Council
o International wildland-urban interface code
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-

ASTM International
o E108-11 – Standard test methods for fire tests of roof coverings
o E2632/E2632M-13e1 – Standard test method for evaluating the under-deck fire
test response of deck materials
o E2707-09 – Standard test method for determining fire penetration of exterior
wall assemblies using afire flame impingement exposure
o E2726/E2726M-12a – Standard test method for evaluating the fire-testresponse of deck structures to burning brands

South Africa does have the SANS 10177 series of standards to test the fire resistance of
products, but is not specific for wildland fire behaviour. However, it should be understood that
as much as the codes listed above are highly beneficial, the research to characterise fire
exposure is ongoing and further test methods (especially those for simulating firebrands) are
currently under development.
A large problem currently faced with the improvement of homes on the WUI is the lack of
incentive or municipal enforcement which currently exists to cause homeowner change, such
that wildland fire safety becomes part of home design. Educational efforts, as currently being
rolled out in the Western Cape, will assist this to a certain degree. However, effort is required
from multiple sectors to cause change to occur.

4.2

Considerations for the insurance industry

For the insurance industry the handling of risk on the WUI is a complex task. With growing
numbers of housing been constructed in high-risk areas, coupled with climate change, many
international insurance companies have had to assess their approach to homeowner cover.
As the number of homes destroyed increases, the insurance premiums of all clients will
increase. Hence, it is in the best interest of the general population to reduce the amount of
homes affected by fire. However, there are extensive factors that must be considered when
addressing this issue from an economic / insurance point of view. In a report on the topic of
insurance and wildland fire risk, by Headwaters Economics, the following is noted:
A review of studies, anecdotal evidence, news articles, conversations with
insurance industry experts, and analysis of trends indicates it is unlikely that
insurance rates and policies alone will determine whether or not a landowner
decides to build a new home on fire-prone land. Examples exist where wildfire
danger has risen to the extent that it is difficult to obtain insurance, but these are
exceptions rather than the rule.
The most likely area where insurance companies play a role in reducing wildfire
risk is by developing financial rewards, such as lower rates, that are tied to firesafe practices such as the use of flame-retardant building materials, creation of
defensible space, and reducing flammable fuels near homes.17
Unfortunately the implementation of financial incentives has typically be fraught with
challenges, including such clients not being clients from whom profits can be generated
(especially in countries where profit margins are low). Limited examples of such schemes
exist, such as where the USA military, ex-military and their immediate family are able to obtain
insurance premium discounts from the USAA if they are FireWise accredited.
Significant research is required to identify the most economically efficient manner to compel /
encourage homeowners living on the WUI to improve fire resilience. The following are potential
avenues that could be considered:
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-

-

Insurance companies should encourage the use of homeowner fire risk assessments.
It must be understood that homeowners on the WUI cause significant costs to
municipalities when firefighting resources are required, so homeowners should be
willing to bear the cost of improving the problem. Hence, homeowners should be
responsible for the cost of bringing in an assessor / fire practitioner to assist with fire
safety, and potentially through insurance practices this could be done.
If possible, fire safety strategies and programs should be incentivised (either at a
home, suburb or municipal level)
As discussed previously, municipalities are developing and producing risk
assessments. These could become the de-facto risk assessments that insurers could
utilise.
Insurers should work with municipalities to find ways to improve fire safety, fire brigade
response, municipal risk and similar factors.

5 Means of improving home safety for wildland fires
In this report significant mention has been made of the need to improve home resilience to
wildland fires. This sections provides examples of ways this can be done based on
publications / projects such as:
-

“Check Protect Survive / WildfireReady” by Vulcan Wildfire Management 25
“FireWise” by the NFPA 26, with local representation by LANDWORKS
Insurance Institute for Business & Home Safety (IBHS) 27
Various national or provincial bodies, such “Ready, Set, Go!” by CAL FIRE
veldfire planning guidelines from the City of Cape Town.28

, and
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The examples provided below are not exhaustive, but show simple ways the safety of both
homes and communities can be improved.
An example of the HIZ shown in Figure 17. The underlying concept of the figure is that
significant risk reduction should be carried out in the “Immediate Zone” (which includes the
house and is around 2-3 m wide), following by additional requirements in the “Intermediate
Zone” (of 2 to 10 m), and finally good consideration of everything with the “Extended Zone” (of
10 to 20 m). Specific issues for home and structure fire safety discussed below include details
for roofs, gutters, chimneys, eaves, vents, windows, doors, decks, walls and location.
Thereafter garden and access safety is discussed.
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Figure 17: The Home Ignition Zone based on the FireWise program 26

5.1

Home and structure fire safety

Simple ways in which homes can be made more fire resilient are listed below.
Roofs
• Keep roofs clear of leaves and combustible material, especially where debris
collects.
• Remove tree branches which overhang onto the roof.
• Cover open gaps along the edge of the roof.
o Especially larger gaps which birds and rodents nest in, as the nesting material
can easily be ignited by wind-blown embers.
o Wind-blown debris will collect in the gaps over time and become a fire risk.
• Remove debris around, and on, a skylight.
• Install sprinklers for thatch roofs and protect them with fire resistant coatings.
Gutters
• Keep gutters clear of leaves and organic materials.
• Installing a gutter mesh will assist in minimising the build-up of leaves and organic
material.
o Install a mesh / screen which is made of a non-combustible material.
o Inspect regularly to ensure it is still in place and remove debris build-up.
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Chimney
• Install a spark arrestor at the top of the chimney, this reduces the ember size
escaping the chimney as well as assists in preventing embers entering the chimney.
Eaves
• Open eaves are vulnerable to ember attack.
o To reduce the risk of ignition the eaves should be boxed-in and all gaps
should be sealed.
Vents
• All vents and airbricks should be fitted with a screen to ensure that embers do not
enter the vent.
o The screen should be made of a corrosion resistant metal with a mesh size of
approximately 3mm (although recommended sizes vary).
o Regularly ensure that the screen is free of debris, to allow ventilation as well
as reduce combustible materials.
Windows and Doors
• Eliminate gaps around windows and doors, as embers can enter through or sit in the
gaps.
o Place weather stripping around the inside of the windows.
o Seal door gaps
• Ensure that the paint / varnish around the doors and windows is maintained,
especially window sills. Flaking paint / varnish will expose combustible material.
• Remove plants and combustible material which is near windows and doors.
Combustible material can be ignited from an ember and the heat generated may
break windows and melt combustible frames.
• Remove curtains during a wildfire, if possible, as they may ignite when windows
break.
Decks
• Remove any combustible material underneath or near decks.
o Clear the area beneath and near the deck of leaves, dry grass, twigs and any
other combustible debris.
o Remove any combustible items stored beneath or near the deck.
• Embers can fall between the gaps of decking, so ensure that all the gaps are sealed
and/or that there is access underneath to put out any spot fires.
• If possible, use non-combustible material to construct a deck, such as concrete.
• Decks built from combustible materials, should be separated from the house using
non-combustible materials. This will assist in preventing the fire spread.
• Clear decks of combustible material on top of them (couches, table cloths, etc.)
especially during high fire danger periods.
Walls
• If the walls are made from a combustible material, such as wood, the following
should be incorporated:
o A non-combustible or low-combustible zone around the building or around the
combustible wall.
o Ensure that there are no gaps or holes in the wall, where embers or flames
could get through.
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o

If possible, paint wall with a fire retardant paint.

Location and area
•
•
•
•
•

5.2

Avoid constructing homes at the top of slopes, rather construct them on flatter areas.
Fires burn faster uphill, as the flames are able to reach unburnt fuel easily.
Try keep space between dwellings, where possible, to reduce structure-to-structure
ignition.
It is important that not only single homes, but also entire communities, become fire
resistant.
Fuel reduction / fuel treatments should be carried out in the vicinity of communities.
Carry out wildland fire risk assessments of homes and communities.

Garden and Access

Garden consideration is important for improving fire resilience, as discussed below.
Fencing
Fencing, which is made from combustible material and connected directly to a building, could
become a fire hazard. Especially when combined with combustible debris which collects at
the foot of the fence.
•
•
•

Fencing, or gates connected directly to a building, should be made from noncombustible materials.
Debris at the foot of fences should be cleared regularly. This could ignite readily by
an ember, which in turn may ignite a fence made from combustible material.
Consider building a fence from non-combustible material, such as brick, or reducing
the amount of combustible material, such as having a post and wire mesh fence.

Garden and Vegetation Management
• Create a defensible space
• Remove combustible matter from around buildings
• Maintain trees and shrubs according guidelines in the various documents available.
• Break up fuel continuity by separating plants.
• Avoid highly flammable plants and trees (e.g. Eucalyptus, palm trees, etc.)
• Clear out fuel ladders. Smaller vegetation next to a larger tree most not exceed a 1/3
of the tree height.
Fire Truck Access
You shouldn’t depend on a fire truck to protect your property, but in the case of an emergency
a fire truck must be able to access the property. To be able to do that, the following should be
taken into account:
•

•
•

Fire truck dimensions:
o 3.5m wide: Entrances should be wide enough to enter and exit
o 4m high: Should be clear of branches or objects that would prevent access.
o 8m long
All water sources should be clearly marked, easy to find and that fittings are
compatible.
Ensure that your home and street are clearly marked / numbered so that emergency
responders, and local residents, can identify your house.
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6 Conclusions
This report has considered the homes destroyed or damaged during the Knysna fires disaster
in 2017. Around 929 homes were destroyed through the large fires that spread through the
area. Although it would have been almost impossible to prevent the destruction of all of these
homes (once the fire had started in the extreme weather conditions), many of them could
potentially have been saved if wildfire readiness techniques and home preparations were
employed. It has been identified that the zone immediately surrounding a home has the
greatest influence on whether it will survive, and homeowners need to take steps to protect
their homes. The presence of combustible vegetation, materials and external home facades
make homes significantly more ignitable. The presence of vegetation appears to have been
the dominant factor in determining home survivability in the Knysna fires incident.
The implementation of initiatives and policies is required to make homeowners more aware of
the problem and to start working towards fire resiliency. Various possibilities have been
proposed for improving fire safety, most of which are being implemented in other countries
already. Towns in South Africa will continue to experience damaging wildland fires, but the
extent of damage caused could be influenced by the level of owner and municipal readiness
for such incidents.
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